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From the Artistic Director

CCeellllpphhoonneess  
 
The use of cellphones and recording devices is prohibited in 
the concert hall. Please take this opportunity to turn off all 
electronic devices. 
 

音乐厅内禁止使用手机，禁止拍照，录音，录像。请观众关闭所有

电子器材，谢谢您的合作。 
 
 
 

VVRRSS  AAddddrreessss  
201-513 Main Street 
Vancouver, BC V6A 2V1 
Canada 
 
 
Vancouver Recital Society acknowledges that we are on the 
traditional and unceded territory of the Coast Salish Peoples, 
including the territories of the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), 
Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh 
(Tsleil-Waututh) Nations. 

CELLPHONES
The use of cellphones and recording devices 

Is prohibited in the concert hall. Please take this opportunity
to turn off  all electronic devices.

is prohibited

Dear Friends:

We are delighted to welcome Tony Siqi Yun back to the VRS after his 
wonderful debut on our stage in 2021. He has had a very busy couple of 
years travelling the world and performing concerti and recitals since then.

Tony has another “meaty” program for us with works by Bach/Busoni, 
Liszt, Beethoven, Berio and Brahms. There is a quote in Pianist Magazine 
which describes him as “a true poet of the keyboard. Expressive and with 
his own distinct voice, yet elegant and poised”. I think those who heard 
him last time would not disagree.

I would like to thank Victor for sponsoring this recital and I would also 
like to thank the Peak Group of Companies, our Season Sponsor, for 
their generous support. This is a lovely way to end our fall series of 
performances which have all been very special indeed. 

This remarkable young artist’s concert is also supported by the Edwina and Paul Heller Fund at the 
Vancouver Foundation and RBC’s “Emerging Artists” Fund. We would also like to express our thanks to the 
City of Vancouver and the Government of British Columbia for their support.

On behalf of all of us at the VRS, enjoy the performance and have a wonderful Holiday Season.

Sincerely,

Leila
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Program

Tony Siqi Yun, piano

Sunday, November 26, 2023 3:00 pm
Vancouver Playhouse

Next Generation Artist sponsor: 

The Estate of Edwina and Paul Heller

Concert sponsor:

Victor

Additional Support

Season Sponsor

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685–1750)
Herr Gott, nun schleuß den Himmel auf BWV 617 
(arr. Busoni)

(approx. 4 minutes)

FRANZ LISZT (1811-1886)
Bénédiction de Dieu dans la Solitude S. 173/3

(approx. 17 minutes)

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770–1827)
Sonata No. 21 in C major Op. 53 “Waldstein”
Allegro con brio
Introduzione. Adagio molto
Rondo. Allegretto moderato

(approx. 25 minutes)

INTERMISSION

LUCIANO BERIO (1925–2003)
Wasserklavier from 6 Encores for Piano

(approx. 3 minutes)

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833–1897)
Piano Sonata No. 3 in F minor Op. 5
Allegro maestoso
Andante espressivo
Andante molto
Scherzo. Allegro energico
Intermezzo. Andante molto
Finale. Allegro moderato ma rubato

(approx. 38 minutes) 
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Tony Siqi Yun piano

Photo credit: Jennifer Taylor

Canadian-born pianist Tony Siqi Yun, who was the 
Gold Medalist at the First China International Music 
Competition (2019) and was awarded the Rheingau 
Musik Festival’s 2023 LOTTO-Förderpreis, is quickly 
becoming a sought-after soloist and recitalist. 

During the 2022-23 season, Tony made his highly 
acclaimed subscription debut with the Philadelphia 
Orchestra under the baton of Yannick Né zet-Sé guin, 
and this season, he joins Né zet-Sé guin on a US Tour 
with Orchestre Métropolitain, including an appearance 
at Carnegie Hall. Also in 2023-24, Tony makes debut 
appearances at the Colorado Music Festival, the Aspen 
Music Festival, the Vail Dance Festival and with the 
Hamilton (ON) Philharmonic, conducted by Gemma 
New. Other engagements include the Edmonton 
Symphony and Orchestra Lumos with Michael Stern, 
the Rhode Island Philharmonic with Joseph Young, and 
the New Jersey Symphony. Tony has also appeared 
with the Cleveland Orchestra, the Toronto Symphony, 
the Buff alo Philharmonic, the Orchestre de Chambre de 
Paris, and the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra. 

Tony regularly performs solo recitals in both Europe 
and North America. Recent and future highlights 
include his debuts at the Hamburg Elbphilharmonie, Gewandhaus Leipzig, Tonhalle Düsseldorf, and 
Philharmonie Luxembourg, and in North America at Stanford Live, the Gilmore Rising Stars Series, and the 
92nd Street Y in New York.

Tony is a recipient of the Jerome L. Greene Fellowship at the Juilliard School where he studies with 
Professors Yoheved Kaplinsky and Matti Raekallio. 

Tony Siqi Yun is represented by Kirshbaum Associates Inc.,New York
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Program Notes

Johann Sebastian Bach
Herr Gott, nun schleuß den Himmel auf BWV 617 (arr. Busoni)

The chorale, a hymn setting of pious verse in simple note values, was a central element in the Lutheran 
church service of Bach’s time. Whether sung in unison by the congregation, sung in four-part harmony by 
the church choir, or artfully refracted into a complex web of contrapuntal lines on the organ as a chorale 
prelude, it presented to the congregation the word of God in the vivid pictorial rhetoric of a musical setting.

The organ chorale prelude served both a practical and a theological purpose. It reminded the congregation 
of the hymn tune they were about to sing by projecting it out as a cantus fi rmus (fi xed melody) in long note 
values against a backdrop of smaller note values that were either derived from the same melody or that 
symbolically commented on it. 

But this distinctive “layering” of diff erent note values in the texture was not just a clever musical device. 
Rather, it was a theological statement about the cosmos, with God and Man musically depicted in a 
hierarchy of spiritual importance. The long-held notes of the cantus fi rmus in the highest register symbolized 
the timeless eternal presence of God in the universe, while the chattering contrapuntal accompaniment gave 
voice to human striving here on Earth below.

* * *
Herr Gott, nun schleuß den Himmel auf (Lord God, open now the gates of Heaven) uses a hymn melody 
composed in 1620 by German composer Michael Altenburg (1584-1640). 

The German text is from the Song of Simeon or Nunc dimittis of the Vulgate (Luke 2:29-32) in which Simeon 
pleads to be admitted into Heaven after beholding the newborn Christ child in the Temple — a plea that 
symbolizes the spiritual thirst of the pious Christian to be united with God.

* * *
Bach’s setting from his Orgelbüchlein (Little Organ Book) places the plaintive chorale melody at the top 
of the texture in long, magisterial half and quarter notes, with scurrying 16ths underneath representing the 
squirrelly anxiety of the impatient Christian and large leaps in the bass symbolizing his soul’s attempt at 
leaping up to a higher spiritual plane.

The piano version of this organ work comes from the collection of Ten Chorale Preludes published in 1898 by 
the pianist, composer and indefatigable Bach transcriber Ferruccio Busoni (1866-1924).
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In order to increase the sonic resonance of his piano transcription of this work to organ-like proportions, 
Busoni fi lls out the harmony in the treble and reinforces the foot-pedal line in the bass with octaves.

Franz Liszt
Bénédiction de Dieu dans la Solitude S. 173/3

The intersection of literature and music was one of the hallmarks of the Romantic era. A striking example 
is Liszt’s Benediction of God in Solitude, part of a cycle of piano pieces composed between 1845 and 
1852 entitled Harmonies poétiques et religieuses, referencing a collection of poems of the same name by 
Alphonse de Lamartine (1790-1869). 

In his collection, Lamartine waxes rapturous over the divine presence in all creation, and Liszt — who, as a 
teenager, had wanted to become a priest, and who was later to take minor orders in the Catholic Church — 
could not be more in tune with the ecstatic sensations experienced and emotions expressed by the poet. He 
even provides a quote from Lamartine’s poem Bénédiction de Dieu dans la Solitude at the head of his own 
eponymous keyboard hymn, one that begins: D’où me vient, ô mon Dieu, cette paix qui m’inonde? (Whence 
comes, oh my God, this peace that fl oods over me?)

* * *
Liszt’s pianistic ode to having some “alone time” with the divine unfolds in an A-B-C-A form: its opening 
section returns after two intervening episodes. 

The texture employed in the opening section is identical to that of Liszt’s Liebestraum No. 3 with a single line 
of melody walking calmly through the baritone register, enveloped by a deliciously dreamy ripple of celestial 
keyboard colour above, and the fatherly warmth of a deeply sympathetic bassline below. 

And as in the Liebestraum, Liszt’s melt-in-your-mouth harmonies provide voluptuous moments of pleasure 
with virtually every change of chord.

A lunga pausa leads to an Andante episode based on a quietly questioning dotted motive with a serenely 
stable pedal point in the bass, emblematic of the reassuring presence of the divine. 

A second lunga pausa separates the fi rst from the second episode, one that introduces an intimation of 
yearning, fully exploited at the return of the opening theme. 
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This fi nal section reaches an emotional climax that might seem to be in contradiction with the work’s theme 
of peaceful contemplation. But this explosion of emotion undoubtedly evokes the last line of the work’s 
quotation from Lamartine: Un nouvel homme en moi renaît et recommence. (A new man is born within me 
and starts off  anew.)

Ludwig van Beethoven 
Sonata No. 21 in C major Op. 53 “Waldstein”

Beethoven’s Sonata in C major Op. 53 was composed in 1804 and dedicated to his friend and patron Count 
Ferdinand von Waldstein. Its “revolutionary” character is evident in many ways, not least of which is its 
technical diffi  culty. In this work, Beethoven is no longer writing for a community of music-loving amateurs 
but rather scaling his musical thoughts to the abilities of professional pianists. The rhetoric is more emphatic, 
the dynamics more extreme, and their range enlarged to envisage performance in a public venue, not just in 
a private home.

Revolutionary as well is the type of fi guration that Beethoven uses to create new types of sounds on the 
keyboard. The luminous timbres of the work’s last movement in particular, with its many trills shimmering 
in the mid-range, prefi gure the similar “walls of sound” that will later inhabit the fi nale of Beethoven’s last 
sonata, the Sonata in C minor Op. 111.

This concentration on sound eff ects is evident from the opening bars of the fi rst movement, which present 
to the ear a mysterious pulsing sensation, softly murmuring in the low register and ending in a questioning 
little “tail” fi gure that is answered in reply by a chipper “chirp” in the upper register.

This is not a “theme” in the traditional sense but rather a grab-bag of musical motives — pulse, tail and 
chirp — that Beethoven will make much of in the development section of this movement. Adding to the air 
of mystery is how harmonically unstable this opening is, moving through key after key until it fi nally arrives 
at an oasis of tranquillity in the simple songful melody of the second theme — a real one this time. The fi ve-
note melodic descent that begins this second theme is, of course, merely the fi rst theme’s “chirp” motive in 
longer note values.

Motivic economy is also the watchword for the development section, which tosses the “tail” and “chirp” 
motives back and forth, like the antiphonal responses of various orchestral sections, until the time comes for 
more “sound theatre”. Notice how precise Beethoven is in notating the exact keyboard resonance he wants 
in his treatment of this triplet motive from the exposition.
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The development ends with an utterly thrilling crescendo of rumbling in the bass and tweeting in the high 
treble to lead into the recapitulation. But Beethoven is not fi nished yet. He adds a massive coda to the 
recapitulation, and then starts the exposition all over again. But this time he plays “bad cop”, with brutal 
off -beat accents distorting the delivery of “tail” and “chirp” alike until a concerto-style cadenza brings more 
buoyant impulses to the fore and the movement concludes in a mood of energetic but playful nostalgia for 
the thematic terrain covered and conquered.

Beethoven had originally written a much more substantial second movement — which survives as his 
Andante favori — but was persuaded by friendly criticism to replace it instead with a brief Introduzione, the 
“introductory” function of which is obviously to prepare the ear for the fi nale. 

This preparatory movement bears the tempo indication Molto adagio, marking an extreme contrast with the
fast-paced animation of the fi rst movement. This is a very “philosophical” movement, quietly posing, in a 
deep baritone voice, enigmatic musical questions that it never manages to answer.

The questions gradually become ever more insistent, gnawing away at the harmonic fabric with tritones and 
augmented intervals until the transition to the fi nale, which must count as one of the most magical moments 
in the piano literature for its transmutation of pathos into bliss.

The warm and relaxed refrain melody of the Rondo, which follows on immediately, begins on the same note 
with which the Introduzione ends. The bell-like timbre of this melody is enhanced by Beethoven’s pedal 
markings, which create a blurry pool of overtones from the overlap of diff erent harmonies under the same 
pedal marking.
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Soon Beethoven makes this theme even more thrilling by adding a trill in the high register while the theme 
chimes in above, its melody notes falling like raindrops an octave higher (both trill and melody notes played 
by the right hand) while ecstatic runs trip up and down in the left hand below. 

As a contrast to all this sweet honey and jam, Beethoven gives his episodes a dark minor-mode colouring 
and serious character. Sir András Schiff  describes the fi rst as a kind of Russian dance, while the second is a 
stomping battle scene of clashing contrapuntal lines. 

Frequently acting as a boundary marker between sections is this bold and hefty multi-register cannonade 
booming out in the rhythm of the opening refrain.

At its fi nal return, the refrain theme is dolled up in trills once again and an extended version of the “Russian-
dance” episode is even recalled to do Slavic-style seated high kicks to foment as much keyboard mayhem as 
possible.

Finally, a Presto coda breaks out, featuring an unprecedented passage in octave glissandi for both hands.

And after another page and a half of trills and excited thematic review, the work stomps to its conclusion 
with a rousing “So there!”
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Luciano Berio 
Wasserklavier from 6 Encores for Piano

The Italian composer Luciano Berio had a gift for aphorism, for saying much and suggesting more in a 
brief span of time. His Six Encores, written between 1965 and 1990, represent well Berio’s fascination with 
the piano as an instrument that generates pure sound rather than harmony or polyphony. Each piece 
demonstrates a single process at work, the unfolding of a single formal principle. The fi rst two pieces in the 
set, for example, are concerned with the resonance that lingers when a piano key is played and not released. 

Wasserklavier is devoted to water and has been called “a loving forgery”. It re-imagines the Brahms 
Intermezzo in B fl at minor Op. 117, No. 2 

and the Schubert Impromptu in F minor Op. 142, No. 1 

by passing their motivic components through a “refracted” contemporary lens.

The descending 2nds of the Brahms Intermezzo, in particular, seem to come at the ear as if from a kind of 
funhouse distorting mirror.
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Johannes Brahms 
Piano Sonata No. 3 in F minor Op. 5

The Sonata No. 3 in F minor is a big work, sprawling over fi ve movements instead of the traditional three or 
four, and counts as Brahms’ largest single composition for solo piano. Written in 1853 when the composer 
was only 20 years old, it is remarkable for not only how authentically it imbues Classical forms with 
Romantic passion but also for the sheer intensity of its rhetoric and the vast tonal canvas over which it 
projects its musical ideas. 

The writing is symphonic in scope with textures spread wide over vast swathes of the keyboard but 
especially resonant in the lower register, where Brahms’ trademark “elephantine” chords often make life 
diffi  cult for pianists with a left hand smaller than a catcher’s mitt. Performing this work requires a degree of 
physicality which is rare in the piano repertoire, and some of its keyboard gestures are not just sweeping, but 
utterly wild. 

None are more so than the opening bars of the fi rst movement, where a chromatically descending bass line 
unleashes sonic rebounds ever higher into the upper register

. 

Having laid claim to virtually the entire span of the keyboard with this introduction, Brahms then settles in 
to present the movement’s fi rst theme, a sullen, smouldering little aff air in 6ths accompanied by murmuring 
triplets in the bass that some have heard as a distant reference to Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.

After many fi ts and starts, a more tranquil second theme makes its appearance. Note the wide hand position 
required in both left and right hands.

The development section behaves in a manner well understood by volcanologists: alternating moments of 
pastoral calm, inspired by the second theme, with eruptions of terrifying vehemence and ferocity inspired by 
the movement’s opening bars. The recapitulation, however, puts things right and ends vigorously on a note 
of triumph in the major mode.

* * *
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The second movement proclaims its inspiration as being the poem Junge Liebe (Young love) by C. O. 
Sternau, the pseudonym of poet Otto Julius Inkermann (1823-1862). 

The inspiring lines of this love poem appear above the score, breathing the following sentiments:

The evening dims, the moon is shining,
 There two hearts united in love

Blissfully hold each other close.

Brahms paints the lovers’ cozy embrace in a pattern of falling 3rds shadowed, as inseparably as the lovers 
themselves, in 10ths by the lower voice.

A tinkling music-box passage in the high register gradually brings us to the movement’s second theme in 
6ths, which will alternate with the fi rst as the movement progresses.

But softly poetic and intimate as these themes are, the love they describe cannot save itself from plunging 
into full-on passion in an extended coda that “elopes” from the A-fl at tonality in which it began to end in the 
second theme’s warm and cuddly key of D-fl at.

* * *

In case anyone had drifted off  into a reverie of peace and bliss while listening to this movement, Brahms 
wakes us up with an exhilarating Scherzo full of demonic energy and virtuoso swagger.

Fortunately, though, the middle-section Trio provides a hymn-like moment of repose for startled listeners to 
regain their composure and to prepare for the return of the opening fi reworks.
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Program notes by
Donald G. Gíslason 2023

Normally in a standard four-movement sonata this third-movement Scherzo would be followed by the fi nale, 
but Brahms inserts an Intermezzo with the apparent aim of catching us up with developments concerning 
our second-movement lovebirds. And the news is not good.

Entitled Rückblick (Backward glance) it “looks back” at the falling-thirds theme that opened the second 
movement and reinterprets it as a funeral march, complete with ominous drumroll-32nds.

The grief expressed in this movement is palpable.

* * *

The last movement is a rondo with an eccentric opening refrain theme, one that with its many syncopations 
and changes of register seems to be toying with its listeners by playing a game of “hide the beat”.

The intervening episodes are much less hectic, the fi rst being simple and songful and the second a stirring 
patriotic anthem that makes you feel like you should stand up and hold your hat over your heart while it 
plays. 

Maybe this is because its concluding phrase sounds so much like the Haydn melody used in the Austrian 
imperial anthem Gott erhalte Franz den Kaiser.

But this movement is not about the episodes, it’s about that rascally refrain that, no matter what breathing 
space is allowed, always pops up to rough up the texture with its pesky syncopations and dotted rhythms. 
And yet, even the sharply chiselled musical features of this refrain are smoothed over in the exhilaration of 
the fi nale’s whirlwind coda that brings the movement, and the work, to a hectic but exuberant close.
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Thank You!

The Vancouver Recital Society gratefully acknowledges
the following individual, foundation and corporate partners for their support. 

Season Sponsor: The Peak Group of Companies

Concert Sponsors: Elaine Adair | Robert Bailey & Elizabeth Arnold-Bailey and Kate Ker & Paul Cobban | Peter & 
Hilde Colenbrander | Robert & Denise | Colleen & Nick Filler | London Drugs | Jane Macdonald and Ann Harding | 

The Martha Lou Henley Charitable Foundation | Lynn Kagan | John C. Kerr Family Foundation | Quesnel 
Foundation | Ric & Lynda Spratley | Joyce & Tony | The Board of Directors of the Vancouver Recital Society | 
Victor | Two Anonymous Concert Sponsors

Additional Support: RBC Emerging Artists | The Estate of Edwina and Paul Heller | The Province of British 
Columbia | The City of Vancouver – Cultural Services | The Alan & Gwendoline Pyatt Foundation | The Diamond 
Foundation | The Deux Mille Foundation | The Chan Centre for the Performing Arts

Accommodation Partner: The Opus Vancouver

Community Partners:  Vancouver Public Library | Vancouver Academy of Music | Kettle Friendship Society

Supporters

Guardians ($10,000 and above)
Elaine Adair | Lois Binder | The Christopher Foundation | Hilde & Peter Colenbrander | Judith Fisher & Keith 
Purchase | Louise Fletcher Memorial Fund | Elizabeth Guilbride | Ann Harding | Allison Hart | The Estate of 
Paul Heller | The Martha Lou Henley Charitable Foundation | London Drugs | Jane Macdonald | The Estate of 
Wendi Mackay | Joan C. McCarter Foundation Through the Victoria Foundation | Sheila E. McLeod | Alan & 
Gwendoline Pyatt | RBC Foundation | The Estate of Dr. Mervyn L. Weir | Tony Yue

Visionaries ($5,000 - $9,999)
Mark Allison & Stephanie Holmquist | Mamie Angus | Robert Bailey & Elizabeth Arnold-Bailey | Dr. Peter Cass | 
Cedarhurst Foundation | Casey Ching | Diamond Foundation | Colleen & Nick Filler | Lynn Kagan | Sarah 
Kennedy - in Memory of Ellen Tallman | John C. Kerr Family Foundation | Cheryl Killam | Bill & Risa Levine | 
The Estate of Harry Locke | Eileen Mate | Remembering Otto & Marie Pick Charitable Foundation | Robert & 
Denise | Stephen Schachter | Elaine Stevens | Ian & Jane Strang | John & Judy Taylor | Russell Wodell & David 
Gordon Duke 

Champions ($2,500 - $4,999)
Gordon James Harding | Kate Ker & Paul Cobban | Judi Korbin | David McMurtry | M. V. Newbury | Dr. Katherine 
Paton | The R. & J. Stern Family Foundation | Ken & Patricia Tolmie | Alex Volkoff 

Devotees ($1,000 - $2,499)
Timothy Agg & Stuart Alcock | Joanie Anderson | Joost Blom | Leila Chorley | Larry Clausen & Myron Story | 
Deux Mille Foundation | Dr. Jeff  Dresselhuis | Valerie & Richard Dunsterville | William Ehrcke & Donna Welstein 
| Keith Farquhar & Koji Ito | Judy Finch | Stephen M. Fitterman | Kim M. Floeck | Arlene Gladstone & Hamish 
Cameron | Cathy Grant | Joan Harding | John Hodgins | John Hooge | Valerie Hunter | Ingunn Kemble | Karen 
& Stephen Kline | Tony and Margie Knox | Uriel Kolet | Gordon Konantz - in loving memory of Gail Konantz | 
Dr. Alistair Mackay | McGrane - Pearson Endowment Fund, Held At Vancouver Foundation | Bill Meyerhoff  in 
Memory of Nina Popovska | Christine Mills | Keith & Mary Jane Mitchell | Geoff rey Newman | Erica Pratt | Dr. 
Barbara Romanowski | Storage on Terminal | Holly Sykes & Rob Baker | Peter & Carol-Lyn Thaler | Dr. Carol 
Tsuyuki | Michael & Morag Whitfi eld | Susan Wong Lim | Four Anonymous Donors

Afi cionados ($500 - $999)
David Agler | Jeff  & Keiko Alexander | Bill & Gladys Baxter | Gillian Beattie | Hazel Birchall | Johan Arne Borgen | 
Earle Briggs | John & Ruth Brock | Richard Carswell | G. Chetty | Judith Coffi  n | James L. & Patricia J. Davidson | 
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Jared Dawson | Michael and Dana Freeman | Sara Getz & Jim Forrest | Maria Giardini | Rose Marie Glassman | 
David Harvey and Cecilia Bernabe | Heather Holmes | David & Rowena Huberman | Judy Killam | Dr. Chin Yen 
Lee | Joyce Lee and Vincent Wong | Teresa Y H Lee | Anndraya Luui | Ketty Magil | E. J. Makortoff  | Wilfrid & 
Sally Mennell | Dr. Yoram Minnes | Barbara O’Brien | Gregory & Alla Polyakov | William D. Robertson | Karen 
Shuster | Dr. Cecil Sigal | Mitch Taylor | Muriel Vallance | Denis Walker | Cheryl Williams | Janice Williams | Jan 
Whitford & Michael Stevenson | Baldwin Wong | Jennifer & Kenneth Yule | Six Anonymous Donors

Friends ($250 - $499)
Ian & Cathy Aikenhead | Bryan & Sheila Andrews | Deborah Armour | Dr. Paul Atkinson | Geri Barnes | Paul 
Beckmann | Brenda Benham | Victoria Bushnell | Anne Clemens | Melodie Corbett | Larry & Yvonne Diamond | 
JS Donn | Camrose Ducote | Allan Fletcher | Marjorie Foxall in Memory of Janet Leff ek | Daphne and Anson 
Frost | Maryke Gilmore | Carolyn and Peter Godfrey | Sima N. Godfrey | Lyman & Penelope Gurney | Dr. Evelyn 
Harden | Shiuman Ho | Nick & Celia Hudson | Marion Keith | Dianne Kennedy | Cindy King | Leora Kuttner & 
Tom O’Shea | Fakroon T. Lakdawalla | D. Wendy Lee | Alison MacLennan | Marta & Nicolas Maftei | Kathie 
Marteinsson | Kathryn Neilson | Neil Ritchie | Donald J. Rosenbloom | Marie Schneider & Richard Dettman | Dr. 
& Mrs. Melville Shaw | Niamh Small | Tom & Margaret Taylor | Esther E. Vitalis | Norma Wasty | Robin Wenham | 
E. Wilson | Christine and Jonathan Wisenthal | Nine Anonymous Donors

Enthusiasts (up to $249)
Maureen Aird | Barry Auger | Elizabeth Bell | Kate Bermingham | Carol Brauner | Gordon Briggs | Jane Brindley 
& Ross Paul | Donna Cairns | Elaine Campbell | Miriam Caplan | Stephanie Carlson | Dr. Ingrid Catz | Wilma 
Chang | Jane Cherry | K. Bruce Clark | Burke & Hanneke Corbet | Gorm Damborg | Stan de Mello | Leslie 
Dickason | Moyra Dobson | Peter Dodek & Hella Lee | Susan Anne Edwards | Margot Ehling | Kate Farrell | 
Elizabeth Ferguson | Christiana Flessner | Barbara Frisken | Dr. Suping Geng | Patsy George | David Griffi  ths | 
Rosemary Groves | Don Harder & Laurie Townsend | Paula Hart | Peter Michael Herford | Dr. & Mrs. Stanley 
Herschberg | Centrella Jones | Helene Kaplan | David Kirkpatrick | Patricia Laimon | Malcolm Lake | Les Leader | 
Dr. Ken Lee | Leong Family | Melissa Leong | Dora Leung | Barbara Lewison | Dr. Emma Li | Carol Long | Janet 
Lowcock | Rovie Loyogoy | Huiyuan Ma | Shelley Main | Melody Mason | Mr. & Mrs. John McKellar | Elena Miller 
| Philip Neame | Lynne Northfi eld | Celia Mary O’Neill | Henriette Orth | Eileen Padgett | Dr. Tianze Peng | Jill 
Plumbley | Mark L Quigley | Anita L Romaniuk | Lon & Marilyn Rosen | Rhona Rosen | Charlotte Rozsa | Martha 
Russell | John & Toni Sandler | Richard Schick | Dr. Philip Sestak | Christine L. Shiner | Paris Simons | Hendrik 
Slegtenhorst | Peter Smith | Dr. Luminita Cristina Spantulescu | Shirley and Ray Spaxman | Ronald Stewart | 
Sarah Temple | Gloria Tom | Drs. Anthony & Denise Townsend | Matt & Jean Valikoski | Barbara M. Walker | 
Lesley Walker | Duncan Watts-Grant | Cora Whiting | John & Hilde Wiebe | Judith Williamson | Jonathan and 
Christine Wisenthal | Alice Wong | Linda Woodcock | Elizabeth & Ray Worley | Jason Wrobleski | Bernice Wylie | 
Donald Yung | James Paul Zablosky | Barbara Zielinski | Thirty-one Anonymous Donors

The following donors have also generously supported
the VRS’s Building Blocks Endowment Fund at the Vancouver Foundation:

Kurt Gagel | Leon & Leila Getz in honour of the late Edwina Heller | Maryke & the late Paul Gilmore | Kenneth 
Owen Gracie & P.H. Waddell | The late Elisabeth de Halmy in memory of Alexander de Halmy | Ann Harding | 
The late Edwina & Paul Heller | Marth Lou Henley in honour of Leila Getz | Lynn Kagan | The late Harry Locke 
| Lilli & Jerry Luking | Denise Mara | Eileen Mate | Diana McMeekin | Paula Palyga | Abe & Leyla Sacks | Ian & 
Jane Strang | John & Judy Taylor | Marilyn & the late Brian Wallace | Susan Wong Lim in memory of Jean Lyons 
| Elizabeth Fong Yung in loving memory of T.Y. & Grace Fong | One Anonymous Building Block

Corporate supporters of the VRS’s Building Blocks Endowment Fund at the Vancouver Foundation include:
AXA Pacifi c Insurance Co. | Getz Prince Wells | Haywood Securities

Presenting exceptional artists is made possible
by the generosity of all our supporters, who make the journey with us throughout the season.

This list was created on Thursday, November 16, 2023, and includes bequests, gifts of cash, donations of 
securities, sponsorships and ticket donations dating back to September 1, 2022. Should you discover any errors 
or omissions, please accept our sincere apologies and contact Arlo Spring, Administration, Fundraising, and 
Box Offi  ce Coordinator, by email to arlo@vanrecital.com or by phone at 604.602.0363, so that any necessary 
corrections can be made. 

There are many ways to support the VRS including making a philanthropic gift, sponsoring a concert and/or 
including us in your estate plans. If you would like more information, please contact us at 604.602.0363.
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VRS Board of Directors

Christine Mills – President
Casey Ching – Vice President
Jared Dawson – Treasurer
Jeff  Dresselhuis – Secretary

Jonathan Girard
Shiuman Ho 
Valerie Hunter
Gloria Tom

Sta� 

Leila Getz, C.M., O.B.C., DFA 
Founder & Artistic Director

Sara Getz
General Manager

Alex Glyniany
Box Offi  ce & Production Manager

Niamh Small
Marketing & Communications Manager

Arlo Spring
Administration, Fundraising & Box Offi  ce Coordinator

103 - 119 West Pender Street
Vancouver, BC
V6B 1S5

Telephone: 604.602.0363

Email: info@vanrecital.com

Web: vanrecital.com

Vancouver Recital Society acknowledges that we are on the traditional and unceded territory of the Coast 
Salish Peoples, including the territories of the xʷməθkwəy̓əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish), and 
Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.
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The Peak Group of Companies is proud to 
support the Vancouver Recital Society 

as the 2023-2024 Season Sponsor

Celebrating 25
YEARS OF

Innovation,
Quality andValue


